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Experts provide economy predictions for 2007
Chair of GVSU
economics department
sits on panel to predict
Michigan’s future
By Leslie Perales
GW Sews Editor

GVl I Kyt* A. Hudt</
Final preparations: Han Singh, GVSU economics professor, talks with colleagues before the start of
the lecture The 2007 Economic 6 Commercial Real Estate Forecast took place Friday

A group of experts, including Grand
Valley State University's Hari Singh,
presented their forecast for the 2007
economy Friday.
Singh, who is chair of Seidman College
of Business' economics department,
presented his annual economic forecast
for West Michigan. Others who gave
presentations include Robert Bach, national
director of market analysts for Grubb and
Ellis.

"The population (of Grand Rapids) is
growing older and younger at the same
time." said Ray Kisor of Grubb and Ellis.
“Everything is in place far the next set
of growth — the growth of life science
services."
Kisor said the new downtown is the
medical mile, which includes Van Andel
Institute. Spectrum Health and the CookDeVbs Center for Health Sciences.
Singh said confidence in West
Michigan's local businesses has slipped,
but he expects it to rise modestly in 2007.
Grubb and Ellis' Colin Kraay discussed
commercial real estate in the Grand Rapids
area. He said West Michigan has been
attractive to outside investors from other
states, especially when they see the cranes
on the skyline.
“When we get an investor in from out of
town we have so much good going on here
that it makes it easy to sell our town.” Kraay

—

By Brandon Manus
GVL Staff Writer

Nicole Walker, assistant professor of
creative writing at Grand Valley State
University, has been chosen to receive
a grant for $20,000 from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
The grant, which the NEA calls its
"most direct investment in American
creativity” was awarded to Walker
and 49 other poets
out of more than I
1.000
applicants. !

By Erik Westlund
GW Assistant Sews Editor

See Surveys, A2

GVl/ t*n Mmh
Applying knowledge Professor John
Gabrosek and Ns Statistics 311 students take
a break from conducting a special survey m
class to pose for a picture outside of Padnos
on Friday Students wiH be put to task by
managers from two West Michigan cities m
order to discover why residents have voted
against recent attempts to fund needed
infrastructure improvements

See Economy, A2

Faculty member
granted $20,000
creative investment

Statistics
class applies
classroom to
real world
A group of Grand Valley State
University statistics students will see the
concepts they are learning in class put
to use in a real-world setting throughout
the semester.
Associate professor John Gabrosek s
Introduction to Survey Sampling class
will work with city managers of Grand
Haven and Roosevelt Park to determine
voter attitudes in recent failed millage
elections
Gabrosek said the purpose of the
service learning project is to show his
students the connection between what
they leam in the classroom and the tasks
they will undertake in their professional
careers, using the main ideas of the
course and applying them to a practical
situation.
"In text, individual problems are
related to one specific concept and it's
hard to see how these things fit together
in practice.” he said. “In this project,
students will have to fit it all together in
one situation, seeing it from beginning
to end."
The failed millages in both cities
were proposed to improve the water
and sewage systems and repair
streets and sidewalks after work on
the infrastructure was completed In
Roosevelt Park, two millages failed by
a combined 29 votes.
Roosevelt Park City Manager David
Boehm said the city never learned why
citizens voted down the proposal
‘This is a fairly big local issue." he
said. “What we are really after is to get
a sense of wha» the community thinks
about these issues. Would citizens want
other services reduced or eliminated to
pay for this?"
Boehm suggested the city council
undertake a survey of all citizens to
gauge the motivations behind the voting.
Rixwcvelt Park city officials first kxrked
to a local firm to conduct the survey,
but found the costs prohibitive for their

said. "We so often have to battle perception
from the east side of the state. We’re not
Detroit — we’re very entrepreneur."
Earl Clements, retail adviser for Grubb
and Ellis, shed light on what is happening
Grand Rapids retail. Bar Louie. P.F.
Chang’s, Grand Traverse Pie Company
and Chipotle are among some of the new
retailers that will come to the area.
According to a report by Singh and
Nancy Boese. also of Seidman College of
Business, employment will grow slightly at
0.7 percent.
“That’s roughly about 3,800 jobs for
Kent. Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan
counties," Singh said.
Overall sales in the area are expected to
grow at 2.5 percent and the export sector is
expected to grow by 6 percent, according
to the report.

GVl: Sandra Slevtm

Adding space: With more students occupying the classrooms, GVSU will add onto Mackinac Hall beginning m March or April of 2007 The protect,
featuring 22 classrooms and 130 offices, is expected to be completed by August 2008

Mackinac addition in works
Four-story expansion
to be completed by
August 2008 with 22
classrooms, 130 offices
By Erik Westlund
GW Assistant Sews Editor

Plans to build a four-story addition
to Mackinac Hall were revealed in
December as a response to the recent
increase in student population and
academic offerings at Grand Valley
State University.
Construction will begin in March or
April and is scheduled to be completed
by July 2008 with total building
occupancy by August 2008.
In addition to the new space, students
will see changes in the existing portion
of Mackinac and Padnos Hall. Several
classrooms in the existing Mackinac
Hall will be replaced with larger rooms
and some general-purpose classrooms
will be moved from Padnos Hall to
recover space for science labs.
Assistant Director of Facilities
Planning James Moyer said this would
help address the lab shortage at GVSU.
He also pointed to the need for more
classrooms, student study spaces and
faculty offices as motivation for the new
construction.
"These realities compelled the
university to address the need for new
space.” he said.
The 83.000-square-foot addition
will provide classroom seating for 822
students. 130 staff and faculty offices, a
new Geographical Information Systems
lab and a food service area.
Students will find several departments
moving when the construction is
completed in the fall 2008 semester

See Mackinac, A2

Walker was the
only recipient from
Michigan.
The
grant
provides writers with
additional resources
and
opportunity_______________
to create new and
exciting work.
“We are all very proud of Nicole."
said Dan Royer, chair of GVSU’s
writing department. "This is a big-time
award and we’re all delighted to see this
award go to our own very deserving
writer."
Walker is in her first year of teaching
at GVSU.
“We knew when we hired Nicole
that she had a special talent, and this
award really puts the big spotlight on
her.” Royer said.
The grant affords Walker several
options for completing her work.
"I could use the money to take
some time off of teaching and devote
myself to writing or I could also take
the summer off. travel and do some
research. "Walker said.
Walker's project will stem from
her experiences last winter when her
daughter, who was six months old at the
time, was in the hospital for eight days. •
“I plan to write a book of poems
about illness, hospitals, the way we
think of interior and exterior and also
how our personal health reflects that of
the planet's,” Walker said.
Walker said the experience of being
in the hospital for an extended period
of time seemed foreign to anything

See Grant A3
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DPS cracks down on permit thieves
Thirty GV parking
permits have been
stolen from vehicles
since last year,
police advise caution
By Leslie Perales
GVL Newt Fdilor

During the 2006 calendar year.
30 Grand Valley State University
parking permit stickers were
reported lost or stolen to the

Department of Public Safety.
Of the 30 cases, 22 were stolen
from cars, said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan. assistant director of
DPS
“We’re encouraging students
to lock and secure their cars.**
DeHaan said.
In the cases where parking
permits were stolen from cars,
none of the cars were broken
into, he added They were either
unlocked or the windows were
left down, he said.
DPS closed 14 of the 30 cases.
DeHaan said. Only three of the

stolen parking permits were
recovered.
Some commuter
parking
permits were taken while the cars
were at off-campus locations and
were then utilized on campus,
recovered by student parking
employees.
Anyone who steals or obtains
a parking permit illegally will
be punished by both DPS and
GVSU. he added
“Normally we'll affect an
arrest and then send them to
the dean's office for a referral."
DeHaan said.

-Thi Original, Most Popular-

COLLEGE NIGHT
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Offenders may face charges
such as larceny or receiving
and concealing stolen property
Students who claim a parking
permit as lost but sell it to
someone and obtain a new one
from DPS — a crime referred to
as false pretenses — face similar
charges if caught, he added
Some offenders claimed to
have bought parking permits
from other people at parties
and bars DeHaan said students
should not buy parking permits
from any source other than
DPS because permits may be
stolen and already registered to
someone else’s vehicle. Parking
permits may not be sold, traded
or replicated, he added
If a parking permit is stolen
and recovered during the same
semester, the stolen amount
is considered $123. and the
offender faces a 93-day felony
charge. If the offender is not
caught until the next semester, the
stolen amount increases to $230,
and the charge becomes a oneyear felony. The felony charge
changes depending on the value
of the stolen property. Property
valued less than $200 is a 93-day
felony while anything more than
$200 is a one-year felony.
One person made a computer*
generated parking permit and
was caught. DeHaan said.
The parking permits have bar
axles on them making them easy
to keep track of, he added.
The
student
parking
employees use devices to check
the status of a permit by scanning
the bar codes and checking them
with the DPS database. DeHaan
said.
"Our staff will continue to
be persistent in our attempts to
recover these lost and stolen
permits,” he added.
For more information on
parking permits, visit the DPS
Web site at http://www.gvsu.edu/
public-safety.

Mackinac
continued from poge At

language,
The
modem
tourism
hospitality
and
departments
management
are scheduled to move from
the existing Mackinac Hall
to the new addition space.
The
philosophy,
political
science, movement science and
geography departments are also
scheduled to move into the new
portion of Mackinac Hall from
various buildings throughout
campus. The new addition will
also house the offices for the
dean of the college of liberal
arts and sciences.
Elena Lioubimtseva.assistant
professor of geography, will
move into the new space from
Au Sable Hall — a building she
called the least environmentally
sound space on campus.
“I am excited to be moving
anywhere out of this building."
she said.
Moyer said the decision
process of what the new
construction would be used for
was need-based and subject to
change.
“Given the changing needs
at the university, the possibility
exists that more discussion will

Economy
continued from poge A1

"There is a need for local
manufacturers to aggressively seek
external markets." Singh said.
Boese also serves as the
regional director of the Michigan
Small Business and Technology
Development Center.
Singh said prospects will
improve in sectors that require a
highly skilled workforce such as
health care, biological technology,
education and special services
Singh said while experts on the
other side of the state may be more
pessimistic, conditions should
improve in the next couple yean
However, there will continue to
be a slight decline and a leveling off

Surveys
continued from poge A1

still available
Some units include

Starting at $250 per person
out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

Walk

all utilities

DSL available in ALL unitsl
Visit us on the web <® GVTownhouses.com
Ad cosponsored by the

Call 895-4001

small town.
Boehm estimated his city
would save about $7,500 by
having GVSU studenLs develop
the survey. Gabrosek said he was
enthusiastic about his studenLs
giving back to the local community
while gaining experience to help
them in the job market.
GVSU statistics major Julia
Kukulski, who did the background
research for this project as pan of
an independent study, said it will
give studenLs added confidence in
applying for jobs.
"This is real," she said. "These
studenLs are going to come away
with an ownership of that and so
much more confidence that they
can actually do this work."
StudenLs will first identify the
sampling frame — the population

of manufacturing jobs in the area,
Singh said.
In November, a survey was sent
to the CEOs of 675 organizations in
different sectors of the region. The
forecast is based on those surveys.
The survey uses a confidence
index from zero to 100 with zero
being the lowest, to historically track
the confidence levels of businesses
in the Grand Rapids area
The event, which drew many
business professionals from West
Mx'higan. was held in Loosemore
Auditorium on GVSU’s Few
Campus.
GVSU'i
Seidman
College of Business. Grub and
Elhs/Paramount Commerce and
Metropolitan
Title
Company
sponsored the event.
they are seeking to survey in each
city. They will spend most of
February developing a pilot survey,
which will then be presented to the
councils of each respective city.
Upon approval by the city
council, the surveys will be
distributed to residenLs in each
city. Gabrosek said he expects
to collect the data three to four
weeks later, and his students will
spend the last three weeks of
the semester analyzing data and
writing conclusions.
Gabrosek added he hopes
to select one or two students to
formally present their findings to
each city council, however, he said
time constraints may prohibit that.
Grand Haven City Manager Pat
McGinnis will visit Gabrosek's
class today and Boehm will
visit
Wednesday
to
give
students additional background
information.
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occur on this matter." he said.
Moyer
added
that
the
overall appearance of the new
construction would be similar
to that of Lake Ontario Hall.
"There will not be any item
or space that is a must see,"
he said. "The beauty of this
project will be a good quality
project
without
agfressive
consumption of resources."
The
addition
will
be
built
to
Leadership
in
Energy
and
Environmental
Design specifications — an
environmental
measure
of
quality
and
sustainability
practices that GVSU has
implemented in recent years.
Moyer said. This includes the
use of recycled material, water
use reduction and optimal
energy performance.
"The university continues
to identify ways where it can
become more efficient and
resource neutral." he said. "The
closer we (GVSU) get to these
precepts, the better steward
we become as it relates to
the local, regional and global
community."
The construction is estimated
to be $13.23 million with a total
budget, including design and
furnishings, of $20 million.
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News in Brief

Workshop to hdp raise GPA

The Graduation Penutence
Assistance
Wuriuhup
will
provide resource* far students
who need to raise their grade
point average above a 10 un
Tuesday from 4 to 5:30 p.m
The presentation will cover
campus resources, academic
progress reviews, calculating
GPA’i, as well as how grade
point averages affect financ ial aid
status. Participants will receive
folders with information to assist
them.
Students may RSVP by
calling the Advising Resource
Center at (616) 331-3588. or get
more information by contacting
Leijhi Koval at kovaUe<$gvsu.
edu.

Allendale hosts blood drive
The Community Service
Ixaming Center and GVSU
Registered Student Orgam/atxxis
will sponsor a blood drive
Wednesday from I to 7 p.m. in
the Kirkhof Center. Students
interested in donating blood are
encouraged to make appouitments
online at http://www.givelife.
org, but appointments are not
mandatory.
Picture
identification,
preferably with a birth date, is
required.
Those interested in helping
volunteer at the blood dnve
may contact the Community
Service Learning Center at
volunteercenlcrt# gvsu.edu.
For more information about
donor requirements and blood
drives, visit http://www.redcroas.

m
Winter exercise classes begin
Winter 2007 exercise classes
will begin Monday The schedule
of classes can be found at http://
www.gvsu.edu/rec. Passes can
be purchased from the Web site
as well.
For more information contact
l aura Kennett at kennetthWgvsu.
edu.

Speaker to discuss male
mating
Daniel Kruger, professor at
the University of Michigan, will
hold a presentation on British
literature Wednesday from 3 to
5:30 p.m.
Kruger will focus on male
mating strategies in Bntish
Romantic novels.
The presentation will be held
in room 1019 Mackinac Hall, and
a reception will folkiw in room
2149 of Au Sable Hall. Questions
may be e-mailed to Erin Berg at
herge 00gvsu.edu.

The artistry behind snowflakes
An indoor program titled
Snowflakes:
Microgems
of Nature will take place
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Vander
Loan room at Hager Park in
Georgetown Township. Jim
Benko has collected slides of
more than 1.000 different types
of snowflakes and will present
them in the program. Some of the
snowflakes have been translated
into painted and photographic
artwork.
The program is free, but
registration is required by calling
the county parks office at (616)
738-4810.

Grant
continued from page A1

happening outside of the
hospital
The culture inside the hospital
was so different — so sanitary,
so loud, so bureaucratic," Walker
said That strange inside-<*itside
dichotomy has always interested
me ”
Walker said she plans to draw
parallels from her experience at the
hospital to envmximental issues as
well.
'The way we can't escape the
planet, it’s particularly interesting
to me.” Walker sakl "How pestle
imagine that *xrrhow we’ll he able
to escape from the envmximental
ilrgradataxi that we do "
Walker said health care and
mvinximenulism are campbaied
mil immediate political issues to
her.
"I lx xx* mv txxms can trace wxrr

;
:
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Islamic scholar
to speak at GVSU
Erik Westlund
GVL Assistant Newt hditor

Highly respected Islamic scholar
and member of the progressive
Muslim movement Omid Safi
will speak at Grand Valley Stale
University
“Moving Beyond the Clash of
Civilizations: A Progressive Muslim
View," will take place Wednesday at
7 p.m in the Lramefraxe Auditorium
of the DeVtos Center on the IVw
Campus.
Safi is an associate professor of
Lslamic Studies at the University of
Ntxth Carolina at Chapel Hill and
serves as a consultant *xi Islam and
the Middle East he National Public
Radio. Newsweek magazine and
many other publications
Assistant
Profess**
Coeli
Fitzpatrick, who teaches Middle
Eastern phdosophy and was
involved in the decision to bring Safi
to GVSU. said she wanted a speaker
who could discuss the liberal side of
Islam - what Safi calLs progressive
Islam. Fitzpatrick said this is an aspect
of Islam that is rarely talked about,
and she though! it was impiviant for
GVSU students to understand that it
does exist and scholars are speaking
about it.
Fit/putnck said what sets Safi
apart than other Islamic scholars
is his willingness to be sclf-cnUcal
toward his religion. He condemns
acts of fundamental Lslam such as the
Sept. II. 2001 attacks. At the same
time, he does not wish to embrace all
aspects of Western values, he added.
"I would imagine that he is going
to talk about this from a really fresh
perspective.” she said. “And I don’t

imagine a kit ofGrand Valley students
have heard X. The most dominant
things we hear u wrung out of the
Middle East are all fundamental
Terrorism makes a kx of noise."
The clash between Islam and the
Western world is ohm kxiked at as
diametrically opposed, and Safi's
speech will show students that there
arc alternatives to this viewpoint, she
added.
"Nut all Muslims hate the United
Stales.” she said "But you could
easily he ftvgiven for having (hut
iptniun if you just kxik at what is in
the news "
expertise
includes
Safi's
contemporary Islamic thought
medieval Lslamic history and Sufism
— a mystical movement within
Lslam that seeks to find divine love
and knowledge through direct
personal experience with God
Safi serves as the chair hr the study
of Lslam at the American Academy
of Religion and was a eo-founder of
the Progressive Muslim Union. He is
the edit** of “Progressive Muslims:
On Justice. Gender, and Pluralism,”
a book that bnxight together 15 top
Islamic scholars.
"He i$ respected in his own field”
Fitzpatrick said. "At the same time
he is aware of the need to make this
message available, not just toward
academics, but to students and
people in the community as well.”
Safi holds a ik domic in religion,
with a concentration on Islamic
studies, from Duke University. He is
the author of three txxiks and nxxr
than 30 academic articles
The event is co-sponsored by the
Middle Eastern studies program and
the phikxxphy department

New downtown living
provides taste of GR
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Stqff IVriter

Students can kxik forward to
additional, affordable housing in
Michigan's second largest city upon
its completxxi this summer.
Intern*
demolitkin
and
renovation efforts are underway ixi
an urban apuitment complex about
four bkxrks from Grand Valley State
University's FVw Campus in Grand
Rapids
The warctxxise space, ftxmerly
occupied by cigar box manufacturer
HopMXi Flats, will be awiverted into
152 hednxms ready for students by
Aug. I, said John Green, president
of the Elevation Group real estate
company
"After showing some students
through the building. I've gotten
frequent responses of' I didn't expect
to live in thus type of environment
until after college."' Green said.
The mixed-use facility will include
loft styk* apartments in additxxi to
7,500 square feet of general retail
space Green sax! he has contacted
several kxal businesses to operate
within the building. He added that
likely tenants will be a coffee shop
and a sandw ich restaurant
Izvaled ixi Grandvilk* Avenue in
Grand Rapids, the building is near
the Grand River. FVw Campus. Van
Andel Arena and downtown's night
life district.
The home base of The Rapid bus
service and the ImersectKxi music
and dance club are kvated next ifcxx
as well, he added
"It is hXally targeted toward
students, but will aLsn bring sixnc
additional life to the downtown
economy.” said Bill Smith, an adjunct
marketing profess** and president of
CompuCraft. a technok»gy service
company. "It's aLso a pleasure to sec
of the connections between those
politics and will serve to illuminate
the way these issues cxxistellate
anxind each other." she said
Walker's goal with her writing
is to tackle these serkxis issues m a
bold and stnughtfixwanl way. she
added
"I try to he irreverent in my
writing." Walker said "I hope
to discover rather than preach,
he humble rather than smug anil
find hurra* underneath all this
seriousness ”
Fix her project. Walker pirns
to cixnpile her poems into a
txxik which she must submit fix
publicati*xi by Dec. 31.
Walker earned her hachekx’s
fhwn Reed College and a master's
and dockxalc from the University of
Utah Her wixks have been published
in such jiximals as Pkxighshares.
Bellingham Review, kma Review.
Fence. New American Writing and
Black Warm* Review

old buildings being redone ."
The intent* will feature bnck
walls, wooden hours, tall ceilings
and large bedrxxxns to give an urban
feel to each apartment space. Green
said. Additionally, the building will
contain an entertainment lounge,
study space, on-site laundry and a
fitness room. Green added.
Smith sax! the project came out
of a senes of focus groups held with
his marketing research class, where
from ElevatKXi
representatives
Gnxip asked students what they
prefer in fxxising arrangements
Addition,illy. fourGVSU students
work as interns fix the gnxip. taking
care of all marketing effixts fix the
dcvekipment. Green said.
"The result of the fixus group
was that if Ht^stxi Flats was gixng
to be a student living space, it sfxxild
he designed with the interests of
students. niX with w hat the architects
want." Smith said.
Rent will range between $400
and $575 per month per student,
with 2*. 3-. (* 4-bcdnxxn apartment
spaces. Green said. All utilities with
the exceptxxi of electricity will be
included with rent.
Althixigh lx Rising applications
w ill niX he available fix another three
weeks, inquiries can he submitted on
the kvatxxi's tempixary Web site at
http://www.h(5>s*xiflats oixn ix einailed to rcnttn hi^wixiflats axil.
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Seasonal solutions: Registered nurse Patty Feenstra takes Marilyn Brouwer's blood pressure at the Campus Health Center
Though it is early in the semester, the Campus Health Center has been busy treating students

GV Health Center sees
respiratory illness influx
Annual illnesses
leave university
health experts
aiding many
ailing students
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Assistant News Hditor

For registered nurse Patty
Feenstra, life at the Grand
Valley
State
University
Campus Health Center has
been hectic this week.
Feenstra said the rush
was expected as ill students
returned from break seeking
treatment
while
others
visited in preparation tor the
upcoming semester.
“We plan on it being very
busy,” Feenstra said. "It almost
always is. We have been seeing
a lot of sick kids along with
kids that need physicals."
Many students are also
taking
tuberculosis
tests,
Feenstra said. The test is
required before entering such
schools as education and
nursing.
Feenstra said she has seen

an unusual amount of kids who
are already sick, mostly with
upper respiratory problems.
“We haven't seen a whole lot
of flu." Feenstra said. "We’ve
seen a lot of upper respiratory
infections and even a little bit
of mono, but we haven't seen
the flu season hit yet."
The health center offers flu
shots for $25 until the end of
this month.
"There hasn't been as big of
a demand for it as we had hoped
for," Feenstra said. "There just
aren't that many kids coming
in to get the shot.”
Feenstra said she thinks
students are turned off to the
shot for a number of reasons.
A cause for disinterest may
be that there was a limit on
the shot last year, she added.
Because of a shortage, the
health center had to turn a
number of students away,
administering the vaccine to
faculty and high-risk students
first.
In attempts to make students
aware that everyone is eligible
to receive the vaccine, the
health center posted flyers and
extended its hours. Feenstra
said.

Another reason students are
leery about getting the flu shot
is that many believe if you get
the shot, you will later develop
the flu. Feenstra said.
“There is no truth to that,"
Feenstra said. "The shot is
made out of a dead virus. I've
been getting the shot for 10
years now and haven't gotten
the flu. It’s just a scientific
fact."
Feenstra added that some
common side affects are a sore
arm along with an occasional
low-grade fever.
The flu shot takes effect in
two weeks, and many students
who get the flu after receiving
the shot were exposed to the
illness before they got the
shot. Feenstra explained.
The shot does not protect
students from the intestinal
flu. she said. The shot protects
students from influenza, which
consists of upper respiratory
infections along with severe
body aches, she added.
For more information on the
flu shot, visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/campushealth.
Walk-ins
for the shot are accepted from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. throughout
January.

^Optional heat

included on 1 -bedroom apartments for a limited time!

New ApartMevcty!
Free Internet and Cable • Covered Parking Available
Private Entrances* Recreation Room
Private Baths • Washer & Dryers
Fitness Center

895-2900
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Questioning
commitment
I*

As the importance of diversity is broadcast
throughout the Grand Valley State
University community, administrators
fail to enforce their dedication to it by
continuing to hold classes on a holiday
honoring a civil rights pioneer.
,*

Despite the recent passage of Proposal 2 in Michigan, GVSU
President Thomas J. Haas has repeatedly emphasized the university’s
Commitment to diversity. Though he has maintained this message, its
authenticity is called into question as the university continues with
classes on a day meant for honoring one of the greatest civil rights
leaders in our nation's history.
While only five of the 15 public universities in Michigan plan
to hold classes on Martin Luther King Jr. Day, it is surprising that
GVSU is one of them. Although the university has never canceled
classes for the holiday, a time when diversity in higher education is
challenged would mark a good year to start.
Some teachers have taken it upon themselves to cancel courses
for the day. In doing this, they are giving students a chance to gain
a different kind of education through the events offered on campus.
The annual silent march will commence at 1:45 p.m. in front of
Zumberge Library, and Civil Rights Attorney Lani Guinier will
follow with a keynote address. A dinner hosted by You Beautiful
Black Woman will be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof
Center’s Grand River Room to top off the celebrations. Students
should take it upon themselves to attend such events if given the day
off. These commemorations will further an understanding of history
and appreciation for diversity in public institutions today.
As the state’s guidelines for scholarships and admissions change,
administrators should consider granting students and staff a day off
to reflect and honor Martin Luther King Jr. and his work. MLK Day
celebrations support the very message echoed throughout the campus
community, and everyone should have the opportunity to participate.

Lanthorn Web Poll
Last week’s question: Do you think the new stop at 48th
Avenue and Pierce Street will make the intersection safer?

GVl Omtta 1 S»f»n

YOUR INSIGHTS

Do you agree or disagree with the
university's decision to hold classes on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, and why?

Tm from Detroit, so I am
used to not having school.
But it is mostly the student's
choice, although I plan to
attend the day’s events "

"I disagree because so many
people have the day off, and
he was such a great man.
Besides, many students will
miss the speeches because
of class"

"I was shocked. Ninety-five
percent of the country's
universities are not holding
classes."

'I'm kind of indifferent. I'd
rather not, but there's not
much I can do about it."

Analeisia Morgan
Freshman
Biomedical Science

Brittany Anderson
Freshman
Nursing

Ron Kress
Sophomore
Pre-Med

Matt Morey
Freshman
Music Education

GVL STUDENT OPINION
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Adoption gives the ultimate gift

40
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By Jennifer Hoewe
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GVL Editorial Page Editor

Yes.

Yes.

No.

much safer

but only a little

still dangerous

This week’s question: Would you attend events for Martin
Luther King Jr. Day if GVSU cancelled classes?
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“Every person makes a difference.”

translated
into a sense
of love
which will
inherently be
passed along
through
the child's
adoptive
parents.

In
many cases, the birth mother
removes herself from the
life of her son or daughter
following her nine-month
commitment in order to grant
hurt or her the chance to
be raised solely by patents
desperately seeking a child
to call their own. Though she
may not be able to watch her
child grow into an adult, she
will know she made dreams
come true by giving the
everlasting gift of parenting
The child, after being
placed into the custody of what
builds ink) an inclusive family,
experiences a community of
people willing to help mold

individual traits and qualities
A newly-formed family unites
with its lifelong blessing made
possible only through an
unplanned pregnancy.
Without a mother’s choice
U> dispel termination, a life
may find its end before it is
allowed to begin.
A child may never team to
walk.
A child may never read a
book.
A child may never celebrate
a birthday.
Prematurely eliminating a
child’s opportunity to mature
into adulthood eliminates
the possibility of a family’s
creation.
While hopeful parents
continue adding their names
to waiting lists, an end to their
wait becomes possible through
an unplanned mother's love.
Without a doubt, adoption
is the greatest gift that can be
given or received
I would know.
I was adopted

Dancing around the thrill of clubs

Michelle Burke
Associate Director of the Office of.
Student Life, on Campus Leadership
Week

By Allison Spooner
GVl Columnist

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
•ffers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
> Letters must include the author's
flame and he accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
ip person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn.
> Letters appear as space permits
each issue.
The limit for letter

At this very minute,
thousands of names comprise
lists of hopeful parents
awaiting their turn to raise a
child.
These names remain in
w aiting sometimes for years
on end. eagerly anticipating
the opportunity to adopt.
However, too often these
desiring mothers and fathers
are not able to raise a child
because of a mother's choice
to terminate her pregnancy
Adoption agencies
worldwide provide these
mothers with the option
of granting those seeking
panenthixid the chance to
expand their family.
The households of potential
adopting parents undergo
inspection from adoption
agency workers to ensure the
adoptee is placed into adequate
hands, capable of caring for

and looking after a child.
Not only are adopted
children carefully placed
into suitable homes, they are
assured their adoptive parents
have conducted thorough
rescan:h including costly
paperwork mandatory for the
adoption process. Following
the time-consuming task
of formalizing an adoption,
the child is bom into a new
family which would have been
unavailable otherwise.
This process can evoke
an incredibly gratifying
experience for all involved
parties. A certain level of
benefit ensues across the
transitional lines of building an
adoptive family.
A mother’s ability to opr
against ending her unborn
child’s life by instead pumng
the responsibility of his
or her upbringing into the
hands of a complete stranger
demonstrates a tremendous
amount of courage. This
inner strength can be directly

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not he held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors,
The name of the author is usually
published hut may he withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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The idea of a girls' night
out is a long-lasting tradition
with one of its popular
destinations being the club.
A night spent talking,
dancing and laughing
without the stress that may
be caused by the men in
these women’s lives comes
as an appealing idea to many
The night is usually spent
doing things they wouldn't
normally do with boyfriends
or husbands, namely,
dancing.
The idea of the club is a
somewhat glamorous one
— women show up in droves
and many spend more time
getting ready for this than
they would for a date They
spend hours in front of the
minor and even longer
deciding what to wear in
order to show up feeling and

looking their best.
But just what is the appeal
of this specific location?
When the desire is a night
out with the girls, why the
club?
The club is a strange
place when you really think
about it. Smelly, sticky,
crowded and loud — you're
more likely to get your foot
stepped on than to have an
actual conversation
And then there is the
actual dancing If you’re
going to dance with someone
else, then perfect However,
if you plan to dance on your
own or with just your friends,
good luck.
During one of my trips to
the club. I received a dance
invitation from a stranger
When I politely declined. I
was asked. "Well then what’d
you come here for?” My
initial thought was. "Well,
not to dance with you
Even if vou weren't

\

planning to. dancing with the
occasional random person
may not be a problem. But
as strange as it is to sit and
talk in a club, it is even
stranger and almost unheard
of to actually be asked to
dance, hence my shock when
encountering my stranger
previously mentioned
Instead, the most popular
course of action involves
coming up behind the person
you want to dance with and
just getting your freak on
— no questions asked It’s
quite a shock to turn around
and realize someone has
been behind you for a good
30 seconds, and you had no
idea You can then, of course,
shake your head or say no,
but an escape mute can he
hard to find at this point.
This now-normal tradition
of drive-by dancing makes
me wonder whatever
happened to the idea of
asking someone to dance

While most women
venture out for the sole
purpose of dancing with their
girls, guys go to the chib
for vastly different reasons
They go to meet women and
dance with them. Look guys
— some women go to the
chib just to dance, alone
So after the bumping,
the elbows and the sore
toes, the once well-primped
women leave the club with
their hair deflated and a little
sweaty. Maybe I sound old
fashioned, like a party pooper
or even a nerd (especially
since I just used the phrase
party pooper). but I'm not I
swear
I am one of the people
I’m questioning Why do
we. men and women, allow
this to be the norm? What
about this is considered a
good time? Even if H remains
mystery to me. maybe it’s
the mystery that makes it to
annealing

Laura Mazade, Laker Life Editor
laker1ife#lanthorn com
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Student explores aspects of Africa
Grand Valley
student travels to
Cape Town for a
closer look at social
programs abroad
By Laura Mazade
CVL Laker Life Editor

Not knowing what adventures
would be ahead. Scott Rumpsa
packed his bags to study abroad
in Kayamandi. South Africa in
March of 2006,
During his almost eightmonth
stay,
the
Grand
Valley
State
University
student volunteered for non
governmental organizations in
Kayamandi and moved to Cape
Town. South Africa in July to
study at the University of Cape
Town.
Rumpsa began his journey
volunteering
for
Nolita’s
Creche. Prochorus Community
Development.
Horizon
International. Vision K and
teaching English and computer
applications
technology
at
Kayamandi Secondary School.
“I set up the volunteer
program on my own.” Rumpsa
said. MI looked all over the
Internet, found the high school

connection online, got phone
numbers,e-mailed,corresponded
with a lot of people and then
found the other programs."
Rumpsa volunteered for three
months and traveled throughout
country as often as he could
before moving to Cape Town.
“I was way over the hours
required for my credits at Grand
Valley.” he said. MBut I was just
working because it was what I
wanted to do.”
Being both a history and
political science student at
GVSU, Rumpsa wanted to
visit South Africa to get a wide
perspective of a developing
country, he said. South Africa’s
transition from the apartheid
system, which was white
minority rule, to a democratic
system in 1994 played a strong
factor in his decision to go to
there, he added.
“I hoped that living in such a
place would not only allow me
to better understand the interplay
between the past history and the
present political and economic
reality, but also to better see
those connections in a variety
of other regions and nations,
including our own." he said.
Rumpsa
said
he
was
interested
in
social
and
economic justice. Studying in a
developing country enabled him

to witness programs helping to
correct the split between wealth
and opportunity in the economic
classes.
“It was a total flip perspective
from being able to look at the
world’s international economic
development aid agencies, and
being the receptor rather than
being the giver.” he said.
The different government
systems in South Africa, living
with a host family and the
culture change were all issues
Rumpsa had to get used to. He
also learned to step outside his
comfort zone and international
students.
The township of Kayamandi .
was not a safe area. Rumpsa
said. He felt like a target at
first, but later learned that the
people were hospitable and
made friends easily with locals,
he said.
Due to the sharp economic
divide between the rich and the
poor, Rumpsa was able to get
a view of life for a variety of
Court**? Photo / Scott Rumps*
South African citizens. He said
Global knowledge: Student Sc oft Rumpsa (top left center) travel* to post-aparthied South Africa for more than credit.
the locals showed him how to
Rumpsa has a bachelor's
Rumpsa had advice for other advanced preparation to get
know the country and culture
students thinking of going money, figure out what you’re degree from Hope College
better.
studying and give some statistics where he studied Business
"Being comfortable with the abroad.
"Make sure there’s a specific to why you’ve chosen to go Administration. Economics and
people yet being uncomfortable
with the system that creates reason why you are going to to this place to show (Padnos Communication. He said he is
such poverty in that country was the country you’re going to,” International Center) that you're considering returning to Cape
Town for graduate school.
Rumpsa suggested. “Do some serious about it.”
surprising," he said.
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New MLK dinner to celebrate history
By Nathan Northrup
CVL Sttff Writer

Faculty and staff air not the
only ones hosting celebrations to
commemorate Martin Luther King
Jr.
A group of students from You
Beautiful Black Woman put together
a free dinner to honur the late civil
rights leader.
The event, “Remembering the
Struggle, Fulfilling the Dream," will
be at 7 pm today in the Grand River
Room of the Kiridhnf Center.
The celebration will feature
music, poetry. GVSU alumnus
Robert Heard as a keynote speaker
and a reenactment of one of King's
last speeches.

“We decided to put the dinner on
to give students an alternative to the
march and speaker (Lam Guiruer)
as well as offer an opportunity for
students to participate mure than
one time during the day," said Kim
Pearson, a senior and member of
YBBW.
The keynote address will discuss
the message of King as it related to
Heard’s tenure at GVSU and how it
relates to present day.
“I’m really looking forward to the
keynote speaker." said Aleece Bell,
vice president of YBBW. “It will
be interesting to hear his views on
events from today that are congruent
with event’s from Dr. King's time.”
Pearson said since there are only
two events offered, the day is not

property observed at GVSU and
wanted to add this celebration dinner
for students’ convenience to attend
an event at night.
“Many students won't want
to miss a class during the first two
weeks of school, so the dinner will
be a good oppominity for those
who would miss a class or give
another opportunity for students to
participate." Pearson said.
Beil said she hopes students
will attend the celebration dinner to
honor King's legacy.
“It is an opportunity for Grand
Valley students to show that we
appreciate our heritage and show
that even though classes happen,
we still take part in events that are
sponsored on campus.” she said.

Leadership Week to
SPRING BREAK
INFORMATION
highlight college’s best
800-488-8828
By Kelly Garrett
GVL Stuff Writer

In its fourth year running.
Grand Valley State University’s
Campus Leadership Week will
have events today through
Friday for students involved
in campus and leadership
programs.
As an extension of the I
Am Grand Valley campaign.
Campus
Leadership
Week
recognizes individual leaders,
which
helps
attract
new
students to get involved in
university activities.
“Every person makes a
difference.”
said
Michelle
Burke, associate director of
the Office of Student Life. “We
want to try to show involvement
in other people.”
Students are nominated for
a I Am Grand Valley T-shirt by
faculty, staff or other students.
People are nominated not just
for being president of a club,
but for participating in activities
such as being a crossing guard,
working hard in the classroom
or working in a leadership role
on campus.
This year there will be
a reception where students
nominated will receive a T-shirt
at all GVSU campuses during
Campus Leadership Week.
This week’s events begin
today with the Martin Luther
King Jr. silent march and guest
speaker Lani Guinier.
"We start with Martin Luther
King Day because he was such
a great leader.” Burke said.
Later today,
an
MLK
celebration dinner will be held
in the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center at 7 p.m.. and
is free to students.
Student Involvement Day
on Tuesday will feature the
Do Something! Expo on the
Pew Campus from 10 a m. to 2
p.m. where information booths
will provide information on
different ways students can get
involved with campus activities
and build their leadership

A
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skills.
The expo will also come
to the Allendale Campus on
Thursday from noon to 4 p.m.
in Kirkhof.
From 6 to 9 p.m. on
Tuesday, a Registered Student
Organizations meeting will
take place in the Student
Organization
Center
in
Kirkhof and is open to all
organizations.
On Wednesday, the first I
Am Grand Valley Leadership
Reception will be in the CookDeWitt Center at 4:30 p.m. to
recognize students nominated
for
leadership
skills.
A
reception will also be held
Friday at 4 p.m. on the Meijer
Campus.
The Turn Your Leadership
Into an Internship information
session will provide information
about different internships that
students can be a part of on
campus. The session, which
will also discuss how to become
a Transitions leader, will be on
Thursday in Kirkhof at 7 p.m.
“These (internships) provide
an opportunity for students to
leave their mark on campus by
helping to plan and implement
a lot of the programs that
impact a college student's
life,” said Valerie Holmes,
assistant director of the Office
of Student Life.
Campus Leadership week
wraps up on Friday with the
Student Organization Center
open house and the Student
Leader Think Tank, a dinner
discussion between students
about the future of GVSU.
Refreshments, door prizes
and
information
will
be
available from noon to 3 p.m.
for the open house and the
dinner will take place from S
to 8 p.m. in the Pere Marquette
Room of Kirkhof.
To reserve a seat for Student
Leader Think Tank or for
more information on Campus
Leadership Week, contact the
Office of Student Life at (616)
331-2345.

APPLY
NOW!

Bell added that YBBW members
plan to make the dinner an annual
event.
“We’re really hoping to give
students something to look forw ard
to this time every year.” P:arson
said.
Stephanie
Briggs.
YBBW
member, stressed that students
should acknowledge this day to leam
mure about King 's contributions and
efforts
'This event is a great way for
students to acknowledge Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. for all of his trials and
tribulations as well as all that he has
done for the country." Briggs said.
There is no dress aide for the
event and students do not have to
RSVP.
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Think fast think FedEx.
FedEx .Ground. Thinking about some fast cash and help
with college? Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team
as a part-time Package Handler. You II work up a sweat.
And in return, get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and more

Multiple shifts to fit your busy schedule!
Shift Times
4 00am 9 00am
500pm • 1000pm
‘Start and end times may vary by one hour

P/T Package Handlers
Qualifications
• 18 years or older
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages

Please apply in person between 9:00am
and 4:00pm Monday through Thursday.
We are located at:
3378 Three Mile Road
Walker. Ml 49544

• Part-time. 5-day week
• $8 SO or $9 50/hr to start scheduled raises

Tuition Assistance After 30 Days'
FedEx com/us/careers

Fed
Ground
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the first of two ga
against Robert Morris College
Maroon.
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Matthew Verdonk, Sports Editor
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Men’s
basketball
gets two
over LSSU:

NUMBER
CRUNCHER

®
Lad by Julia Braseth's career
high 26-point performance
Thursday, the Grand Valley
State University woman's
basketball team defeated
Lake Superior State
University. The win earned
the Lakers first place in the
GLIAC.

#

By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer

®

The Grand Valley State
University men's basketball
team held its opponent from
Lake Superior State University
to e season-low 33 points.
The victory strengthened
GVSU's hold on the top
position in the GLIAC

©

In field events, GVSU swept
the top four spots in pole
vault at Friday's Mike LintsLeker Challenge Sophomore
Dianna Noonan claimed the
top spot with e vault of 11-6.
Sophomore Kellie Kieren and
senior Rachel Duthler tied for
second piece with a vault of
11-2. Junior Lindsey Jones
took fourth with a vault of
11-2 as well.

©

Grant Lyon, goalkeeper
for the Grand Valley State
University hockey team,
made 35 saves on 39 shots
in a tough 4-2 loss against
Davenport University on
Friday.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS Martin takes top honor
GVl Aiihwt i Um Marl* favvsky
Pleading hit cate Coach Martin reasons wth a referee during a r*q>on»' football game taker* won 17-3 against Untvervrty of North Dakota

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com

Martin loads team to
perfect 15-0 season,
wins award for second
year in a row
By Brandon Watson
GVl. AiBlntant Sfiortn Hdltor

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

6-2

14 2

Saginaw Valley

4-3

7-7

Michigan Tech

4-4

9-8

Northwood

3-4

7-8

Lake Superior

34

S-10

Ferris

3-4

5-11

Northern Michigan

H

W

Findlay

P-0

14-1

Ashland

12-4

Wavne State

4-4
M

Hillsdale

3-4

Mercyhurst

3-4

11-5
11-6

Gannon

1-5

4-9

Being the head coach of the best team
in the country ha* its perk*
If anyone is aware of that by now. it
is Grand Valley Stale University football
head coach Chuck Martin, who earned
distinction a* the American Football
Coaches Association Division II Coach of
the Year, his second in a row
"We as an Athletic * department arc very
proud of what Chuck has accomplished."
said Tim Selgo, GVSU athletic director

The winner of die award is decided by
die votes of the member* of the AK’A.
which consists of coaches at four-year
school*. The award has been given out
annually since 1935 and is die longest
tenured coach of the year award It is also
the only award given out that is voted
primarily by coaches
Marlin led his team to a perfect 150 season, a second straight Great I^kes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
title and a second consecutive nut tonal
championship victory over Northwest
Missouri Stale University,
The Inkers became the second team in
Division II history to win 15 games in a
season, joining NWMS’s 1998 squad
In his three seasons as helm of the
leakers, Martin has compiled a 38-3 record,
including a 10-1 postseason record. In his
inaugural season in 2(NM, he led GVSU to a
10-3 record, advanc ing to the quarterfinals

Basketball advances in GLIAC after
defeating Lake Superior State

7*7

By Matthew Verdonk

(iVt. Sfiorln hHltor

Team I GLIACI Overall
14-3

Lake Superior

6-1

11-4

Michigan Tech

5-3

11-5

Ferris State

4-3

10-S

Saginaw Valley

3-4

69

aj.ii-ai,

normern liUKUnfi
MKiNgin

2-6

6-11

North wood

1-6

Gannon

H)

7*»
12*1

Hillsdale

IP-5

Wayne State

42

frlQ

Mercyhurst

2-5

6-11

Findlay

TT 14
IT 4-14
fourtny www qIi* orq

a
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The
Grand
Valley
Stale
University men's basketball team
distanced itself from (he rest of
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference's
North
Division with a pair of road win*
this past weekend,
The Laker* now sit at 6-2 in
conference play. Saginaw Valley
Slate University (4-3) is the only
other team in the North Division
with a winning record
"We are very pleased to come
home with two wins," GVSU head
coach Kic Wesley said "This is
Ihe first time since 1992 that we
have swept a two-game trip to the
Upper Peninsula That shows just
how difficult this trip can he."
The Lakers kakcil nil the
weekend with a stifling defensive
effort throughout their 63-33
victory over Lake Superior State
University on Thursday.
LSSU had shot more than 50
percent from the floor in its last
three conference games. GVSU
held the team to just 24 percent
shooting.
"It all started with (point guards)
L.J. Kilgore and David Thompson
putting eacellent pressure on their
hall handler." Wesley said. "I in
rest of the team followed suit and
really stepped up."
That defensive pressure helped
GVSU start the game on an II0 run. A 3-point play hy junior
Callislus E/iukwu and hack-loback baskets by freshman Wilbur
Ampey quickly pushed Ihe lead
to 22-3 midway through the first"
half and the Lakers carried the
momentum into halftime with a
34-13 lead
Two quick three-pointers hy
Mark Morse helped LSSU cut thol
deficit to 15 in the second half, bu(
GVSU responded with a 17-2 run
to end the game.
The Lakers displayed plenty of
balance on the offensive end.
E/iukwu and junior Jason
Jamerson led the way with IL
points apiece, while senior Dan
Redder finished with nine points.
Senior Kyle Carhart, sophomore
Pete Trammell and Ampey each
added eight points.
"We have a lot of guys that
have the ability to contribute on
offense." Wesley said. "I would
say that our two freshmen (Ampey
and Thompson) each played their
best games of their careers."
A pair of blocks helped
E/iukwu become GVSU's all-lime
leader with 199. No player from
LSSU was able to score in double
figures.
The Lakers had a bit more
trouble disposing of Northern
Michigan University on Saturday.
GVSU overcame a 12-point
deficit in the second half to claim
a 63-52 victory.
"They played a smaller lineup
and that created some matchup
problems for our big guys," Wesley
said. "But our guys hung tough
and our defense got the momentum
going in our favor."
After surrendering the first
basket of the game, the Wildcats
went on a 13-3 run. They would
hold the lead until there was just
more than three minutes remaining
in the game
NMU held a 47-35 lead midway
through the second half before the
Lakers went on a 28-5 run to claim
See Men's Bball, B5
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in the Dll playoffs. It was the best record
by a find-year coach in OVSU’» history.
“Chuck is very deserving of this award,
and it is a reflection on his staff as well."
Selgo said "It really shows how his
football teams have been able to do great
things "
Martin was unavailable for comment
on winning the award. He and his staff are
on die road recruiting pluyer* to carry on
GVSU’* winning tradition.
Martin joins a prestigious gmup of
coaches who have won hack-fo-back
AK’A Coach of the Year awurds. Only 11
coaches, including Paul Johnson. Bobby
Wallace. Mel Tjeerdsma. Jerry Moore
and previous GVSU coach Bnan Kelly
have all won hack-lo-back awards. No
Division I A coach has won die award in
consecutive seasons.

GV women take top spot

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Grand Valley

1J,

GVl Anhm I NkoW Srwlt
Moving the bell GVSU fervor forward lulu Braseth spot* up to recetve
a pas* from senior guard Taushaune Churchwel The GVSU womens
basketball team defeated Olivet College 63 40 on Nov 16

#

I

The Grand Valley Slate University women'* basketball
team (14-3, 7*1) emerged laM week from two crucial
conference road contests with two impressive victoriea.
The Laker* entered the gym at Lake Superior State
University (11-4, 6-1) with an opportunity to take over
first place in the Great Lake* Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
After an 84 67 victory paved by a career-high 26-point
performance from senior forward Julia Bra*eth, that top «pot
now belong* to GVSU head coach Dawn Plit/uweit and her
team.
MJulia did a very good job of working to get touche* in
the right *pol on the floor and »he did a good job when »he
got it there." Plit/uweit said "When she wa» one-on-one
•he scored and when they doubled her *he kicked it back
outside "
GVSU never trailed in the game In fact, the team led for
all but an 18-second window about halfway through the flrsl
frame when LSSU forward Mandi Johnson hit a .1 to tie the
game at 11.
Plit/uweit applauded both Braseth and nenior center
Kari Witkowski for being so involved in the game, drawing
attention to themselve* down in the low post and creating
good look* for their teammate* on the perimeter
All five GVSU starters ended the game in double figure*,
The l^dier* shot a collective 22 of 25 from the line and

See Women's Bball, IS

GVl knhm Mttfy Mmoi
Taking over: Sophomore Nrte Trammed
(left) and junior guard L i Kilgore (right) take
control of GVSU1* offense m a exhibition
game again*! Michigan Slate University On
Thursday. GVSU defeated Lake Superior State
63 33

\
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Track hosts Mike Lints-Laker Challenge
The non-scoring
event was held in
honor of former
GVSU sprint coach

away in the men's 33-meter
hurdles with a time of 7.30
seconds. His mark bested GVSU
junior Garrun Lucius by threetenths of a second, an eternity in
the short distance event.
Junior distance runner Nate
Peck had two first place finishes
on the day to lead the men
Peck, who also runs on the cross
country team, claimed the top
spot on the podium in the mile
run with a 4:14.70 time and the
3.000-meter run with a time of
8:45.31
The men also managed to
collect the top four positions
in the 400-meter dash with
sophomore Mackenzie Lucius
(49.57) out in front, followed by
freshmen Justin Wiles (50.48)
and Troy Rock (51.76) and senior
Bryan Boeve (51.84).
Also recording first place
finishes for the Lakers were
freshmen Nate Miller. Robert
Metellus and Ryan Rademacher.
who won the men’s high jump (6
feet. 3 3/4 inches) triple jump (46
feet. 2 inches) and long jump (23
feet. 2 3/4 inches) respectively.
Rounding out the field events
for the Lakers was sophomore
Bryant Wilson, who won the pole
vault (15 feet, 8 1/4 inches).

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Stuff Writer

The Grand Valley Slate men'*
and women'» track teams hosted
the Mike Lints-Laker Challenge
Friday afternoon.
The non-scoring event was
held in the Ficldhouse in front
of the several hundred parents,
students and staff members in
attendance
It was the first meet since
the men's and women's squads
competed in the GVSU HOWQ
Open on Dec. 13.
The meet featured competition
from Michigan Technological
University as well as UnaBethal. Aquinas and St. Joseph's
Colleges,
Also competing in the meet
was high school phenom Josh
Hembrough.
The Forest Hills Northern star,
who has signed a national letter
of intent to run track at Purdue
University, blew the competition

By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff Writer

A
crowd
that
was
rambunctious prior to the
Grand Valley State University
club hockey team's contest
with
rival
Davenport
University quietly filed out of
the Georgetown Ice Arena late
Friday night after witnessing a
4-2 Laker loss.
The game was the Lakers'
third and final chance of the
regular season to take down the
Central Region's top ranked

Panthers and make a statement
that they are a top-tier team.
Instead GVSU will finish
the season with a 0-2-1 record
against Davenport.
Its overall record slips to
12-12-3 following a loss to No.
2 Michigan State University.
Although the Lakers led
2-0 at one point, Davenport
dominated play from the
opening face-off until the final
seconds ticked off the clock.
A rrore accurate barometer of
how the night went can be found
in the shots on goal category,
where Davenport held a threeto-one advantage over GVSU.
The Panthers assaulted Laker
goaltender Grant Lyon with 45
shots, while GVSU was only
able to muster up 15 the entire
night.
"We were on the defensive
reaction all the time.” said

r

Sports in Brief

Laker earns GUAC Ptayar of
the Week

Junior guard Jaaon Jamenon
earned Great Lakes InkrcuUegMie
Athletic Conference Player of the
Week hooun for his pertumanoes
last week versus Michigan Tech
nological University and Northern
Michigan University. He averaged
nearly a double-double with 19
points and nine rebounds between
the two contests.
TWo GVSU senior* nominated
for award

Up to th« challenge Mitch VanPortfleet long jumps at the Mike Lints-Laker Challenge m the Mdhouse on Friday

The GVSU women were
able to clean up in the pole vault
event, sweeping the top four spots
on the aftemixMV Sophomore
Dianna Noonan claimed the top
spot in the event with a vault of
11 feet, eight inches.
In the 400-meter dash, GVSU
freshman Katherine McCarthy

took home a first place finish
with a time of 1:00.28.
It was a busy afternoon for
Laker juniors Ali Beach and
Mike Stowe who each competed
in five different events for their
respective teams.
Stowe, who is an all-American
in the outdoor decathlon, placed

in four of his events. He finished
fourth in the 55-mctcr hurdles,
tilth in the 200-melcr dash, fifth
in the shot put and seventh in the
pole vault.
Beach also placed in four
events. She finished fourth in

See Track,
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GVSU drops two over weekend
Davenport scores
in its own net, 20 Laker lead not
enough to save
game for GVSU

•’* GVL DIGEST

GVSU head coach Denny
McLean. "We never ever took
anything to them and forced
anything at them at all.”
Even when the Lakers had
a man advantage, they had
trouble controlling the puck.
Davenport was able to create
more scoring opportunities
shorthanded than GVSU was
on the power play.
The Lakers, however, were
able to hold the lead for the
majority of the game
Thanks to a rare Davenport
mistake, the Lakers jumped out
to a 1-0 lead midway through
the first period when a Panther
defenseman put the puck in his
own net.
In a lazy attempt to bring
the puck out from behind his
own goal, the defenseman
lost control of the puck and
could do nothing but watch as

check u» out ot www montesl<

Senior forward Julia Breseth
and senior quarterback Cullen
Firmerty were nominated fur the
annual Detrud Free Pleas Michi- *
gan’s Best Award.
Twenty-five total candkfctfes
were detailed in Biday 's edition
of the Free Press Only ballots
clipped directly bum page 10 of
last Friday's Free Press sports sec
tion will be counted
Dave Dilanni wins National
Coach of the Year

Grand Valley Stale University
women's soccer head coach Dave
Dilanru was named National
Coach of the Year by his peers in
the National Soccer Coaches As
sociation of America at the 2007
Nabonul Convention.
In his four yean as manager,
Dilanru couched his teams k> four
postseason appearances, the only
four in program history. The learn
also hail a 2006 national cham
pionship game appearance. The
overall record in thoae four sea
sons is 70-12-13.
GVSU football tops Division II
media poN

GVl I Misty Minna
Treading ice: Semot captain Nate Morang handles the puck in a game against
Davenport University on Friday Davenport defeated GVSU 4-2

it bounced off the back of his
goalie's left leg and into his
net.
Junior Nick Boyle scored
the only legitimate goal of the
night for the Lakers, putting
one in on a power play in the
second period and increasing

the GVSU lead to 2-0.
Lyon played well in goal
and was able to stop a constant
barrage of shots for the
majority of the game. It was
not until the end of the second

See Hockey, B5

With its undefeated season,
the Grand Valley State University
football team finished in the No. 1
spot of the NCAA Division U Top
25 Media Pull. The Lakers are
followed by Northwest Missouri
State University (14-1). the Uni
versity of North Dakota (11-2),
Chadron Stale Univenity (12-1)
and Delta Stale Univenity (12-3).
The Great Lakes Intercolle
giate Athletic Conference team
closest to the Lukera in the poll
is Northwood Univenity (8F3),
ranked No. II

com
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Deja vu for men’s
basketball team
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Stuff Writer

The 2006-2007 men's
basketball season is starting to
look eerily familiar to the 20052006 campaign.
The Lakers currently hold
a 6-2 record in the GLIAC.
the exact record that they held
one year ago ______________
I hf tr.un
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Breaking water A GVSU swimmer tries to keep up during a breaststroke event during the meet against Wayne State University at the FiekJhouse on Friday

Swimming, diving belly flops
Men’s, women’s strong
efforts fall short in dual
meet
By Brandon Watson
GVL Aaatatant Sporta h'riitor

Despite losing its dual meet against Wayne
State University Friday, there were many
positives GVSU swimming and diving head
coach Dewey Newsome and his squads could
take from the competition.
"We had some great races, and we had
sn-'.c kids do really well." Newsome said.
We got behind early, but I thought we came
back very well."
The Warriors jumped out to an early lead,
placing first in nine of the first 10 events.
Overall, the GVSU men fell 156-89. and the
Laker women were defeated 146-97.
In the diving pool, the Inkers put together
a strong effort by both the men and women.
Senior Raelyn Prelcwitz took first place
in both the one- (218.17) and three-meter
(238.27) events for the women Fellow senior
Jennifer Hillson placed second in the threemeter dive with a score of 213.00.
In the three-meter competition for the
men. GVSU placed three divers in the top
four. Freshman Evan Betts placed first with a
score of 252.97. followed in second by junior

Joel Overway with 234.67 points Junior
Ryan Smith took fourth with a total score of
223.20. Overway (225.45) and Smith (222.15)
finished third and fourth, respectively, in the
one-meter dive. •
"Those arc the best divers we will see all
season,” Newsome said. "Both Betts and
Overway had great dives tonight. They just
missed some entries, but did very well."
Newsome added that both the WSU teams
are legitimate top 10 teams in the country
for Division II. He said the Warriors have
more depth than any team in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
Outside of diving, GVSU managed to take
first place in only three events.
In the men's 400-yard medley relay,
GVSU's team of seniors Ryan Whitsitt,
Kyle Barrons, sophomore Justin Barkel and
freshman Hans Hill took first place with a
time of 3:37.44.
The men finished with five second-place
finishes In the 200-yard freestyle, senior
Justin Vasquez finished with a time of I 4692.
and a 52.70 time in the 100-yard butterfly.
In (he 100-yard breaststroke. Barkel (59.14)
and Hill (I .-01.97) finished second and third.
Freshman Matt Witkowski took second
place in the 200-yard IM with a time of
1:59.21, which is his career best.
In the 400-yard freestyle relay. Vasquez,
Barrons. freshman Aaron Phillippe and senior

I

Dan Kimble finished with a time of 3:16.49.
Sophomore Jenna Thayer won the women's
100-yard butterfly event at 59.79, while
freshman Alison VanKampcn, with a time of
l:09.K4. earned the top spot in the women's
100-yard breaststroke.
"I thought we came back very well in the
women events." Newsome said. “We knew
we had to. because they have multiple teams
with A-qualifying times.”
Overall, the women’s team took six second
place finishes. In the 400-yard medley.
VanKampcn. Thayer, freshman Allison Scholz
and sophomore Danielle Buglio finished with
a time of 4:04.42.
Scholz also finished second in the 50-yard
freestyle event with a time of 25.86. Her relay
team in the 400-yard freestyle with junior
EB Phillips, sophomore Eli Leskovar and
freshman Melissa Faletti finished with a time
of 3:46.44
Thayer took second place in the 200-yard
individual medley at 2:13.14.
Freshman Samantha Stump took second in
both the 100 (56.26) and 200-yard freestyle
(1:59.58). It was the first time this season the
two-minute mark was beaten by a Laker.
The Lakers are slated to compete against
Calvin College on Friday at 6 p.m. in Grand
Rapids. Then they return to Allendale for a
meet with the University of Indianapolis on
Saturday at I p.m.

put together
mcim
a 17-game
winning streak — a school
record — and its run toward a
conference championship.
It appears this year’s team is
poised for a run at a repeat.
The Lakers stand atop the
Northern Division and possess
the two qualities that will help
them make a run at a title
— experience and depth.
Ten players average more
than 12 minutes per game.
Those players include three
seniors, four juniors, one
sophomore and two freshmen.
Six players are averaging
more than seven points per
game as junior Jason Jamerson
leads the way with 15 points per
game.
GVSU is also defined by its
defense. It is holding teams to
an average of 52.8 points per
game and outsconng opponents
by an average of 16.7 points.
Head coach Ric Wesley
often comments on the progress
he sees in his team.
“I am very happy with where
we are at right now." he said.
"Our defense is playing strong
and our depth is improving."
Even with the Lakers'
balance, their success depends
a great deal on the effectiveness
of junior center Callistus
Eziukwu.
Eziukwu has played in six
games since returning from
injury and is averaging 9.8

points and 7.5 rebounds. He is
already tied for the team lead in
blocks with 11 on the season.
Eziukwu's combination of
length and athleticism creates
a tough matchup for any
team. Look for his impact to
increase as he continues getting
acclimated with playing again .
The Lakers have a great
opportunity to extend their
winning streak in the next
couple of weeks. They play
five of their next six games at
home with their lone road game
coming at last place Gannon
University.
However. Wesley knows
that is no reason to take any of
the team's upcoming contests
lightly.
"You can’t have lows and
slip-ups in a conference race
like this” he said. “We haven't
shut anybody out. so there are
always improvements to be
made."
GVSU will face its toughest
test of the season on Feb.
10 when it takes on Findlay
University, which is currently
ranked No. 7 in the nation. The
Oilers are 8-0 in the GLIAC
and running away with the
South Division.
The Lakers needed overtime
to beat Findlay last year at
home. This year, they will play
on Oiler hardwood, where it
is almost impossible to come
away with a victory. They have
won 48 straight games on their
home floor.
"Findlay has one of the best
coaches in the nation." Wesley
said. "They always get good
athletes and they never beat
themselves.”
The game could decide what
team gets the chance to host the
conference tournament.
Repeating as conference
champions will also take some
luck. GVSU rolled through the
GLIAC tournament last year
thanks in part to Findlay's loss
to Ferris State University in its
semifinal match.
It will be more difficult to
avoid them this year — that is.
assuming the Lakers get that
far
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ilVlilitary says detained Iranians provided weapons
By Lauren Frayer

Zm •

Associated Press Writer

•

I- BAGHDAD. Iraq(AP) - five
’ Iranians arrested in northern Iraq Iasi
* week were connected to an Iranian
* Revolutionary Guard faction that
- binds and arms insurgents in Iraq.
* (he U S. military said Sunday.
The statement provided the lint

details from the military on the
five people detained by U.S.-led
forces Thursday in a raid on what
the Iraqis and Tehran said was an
Iranian liaison office in IrbU. a city
in Kunlish-controlled northern Iraq
about 220 miles north of Baghdad.
The military said the Quds
Force faction of the Revolutionary
Guard, the military pillar of Iran's
Islamic Revolution, is “known

AP Photo / Yihyj Ahmed

Watching over: A Kurdish soldier stands m front of an Iranian government liaison
0ff*e building in Irtoil. Iraq. 350 kilometers (217 miles) north of Baghdad Sunday
Five Iranians arrested m a US military raid on this building Iraq last week were
connected to an Iranian Revolutionary Guard faction that funds and arms insurgents
m Iraq, the U S military said Sunday

for providing funds, weapons,
improvised
explosive
device
technology and training u> extremist
groups attempting to destabilize
the Government of Iraq and attack
Coalition forces."
“Qods" is the Arabic name for
Jerusalem, and a frequent name for
political or military factions across
the Muslim world.
Iran's government denied the
five detainees had been involved
m financing and arming insurgents
and called for their release along
w ith compensation for damages.
“Their job was basically
consular, official and in the
framework of regulations." Iranian
Foreign
Ministry
spokesman
Mohammad All Hosseim said
Sunday. “What the Americans
express was incorrect and hyperbole
against Iran in order to justify their
acts."
The arrests were made Thursday,
the same day President George
Bush delivered a speech outlining
a new strategy fur Iraq, in which he
accused Iran and Syria of not doing
enough to block terrorists from
entering Iraq over their borders.
“We will disrupt the attacks on
our forces.” Bush said Wednesday.

Michigan delegation divided
over stem cells, minimum wage
•

The Associated Press

• . WASHINGTON
(AP)
.—
Michigan's congressional
delegation showed divisions over
proposals to increase the minimum
wage, expand stem cell research
and implement more of the anti
terror measures offered by the 9/11
commission.
* The Democratic-led House,
pursuing their 100-hour agenda,
approved all three bills last week
as Congress had its first full week
of activity of the year.
The minimum wage bill would
increase the federal minimum
wage from $5.15 to $7.25 an hour
over 26 months, the first increase
in a decade. Four Republicans
_ Reps. Vernon Ehlers of Grand
Rapids. Thaddeus McCotter of
Livonia, Fred Upton of St. Joseph
and Candice Miller of Macomb
County's Harrison Township _
joined the state's six Democrats to
approve the plan.
Upton said the move was long
overdue, noting that someone
working 40 hours a week on a
minimum wage job would earn
less than $11,000 a year.
“I have always considered the
minimum wage to be a starting
wage and one that will not suffice
for a ‘head of household.'" Upton
said.
Opponents, including business
groups, said it could lead to higher
prices for goods and services and
force smaller companies to lay
off workers or hire fewer new

employees. Some Republicans
wanted more incentives for
small businesses included in the
package.
“Giving small business the
incentives to invest in themselves
and their workers means that they do
not have to choose between wages
and benefits for their employees
and growing their businesses,” said
Rep. Mike Rogers. R Brighton
Michigan is one of more than
two dozen states with a minimum
wage above the federal level. The
state’s minimum wage increased
last fall to $6.95 an hour from
$5.15. the first of three scheduled to
take effect over the next two years.
Michigan's minimum wage grows
to $7.15 an hour on July 1 and to
$7.40 an hour on July 1.2008.
On the stem cell research bill,
Upton joined with Michigan's
Democrats to support the measure.
The remaining eight Republicans
were opposed to die bill, which
would use taxpayer funds to
conduct research on cells taken
from human embryos.
"We need to focus on exploring
alternatives to the only method of
stem cell research that requires the
destruction of human life,” said
Rep. Pete Hoekstra, R-HoUand,
who voted against the bill.
Proponents have said using the
stem cells from human embryos
offer the most potential for curing
dozens of diseases.
'This is a field filled with
promise, with the potential to cure
the incurable and to heal that which

“We will interrupt the flow of
support from Iran and Syria. And
we will seek out and destroy the
networks providing advanced
weaponry and training to our
enemies in Iraq."
Hosseim said the United
States was resorting to “hostility
and conflict toward neighbors
of Iraq" because it did not want
to acknowledge it had failed to
stabilize Iraq
Separately, the Iraqi army

arrested 50 suspected insurgents
and seized nearly 2JOOO rockets m a
raid in a predominantly Shutc area
45 miles northeast of Baghdad,
Defense Ministry spokesman Maj.
Gen. Ibrahim Shaker said Sunday
The suspects were detained late
Saturday.
The Iraqi army arrested 32 other
suspected insurgents during houseto-house searches in Abu Ghraib. on
the western outskirts of Baghdad.
Shaker said. They also seized seven

cars packed with light weapons and
40 barrels of chemicals that could
be used in making explosives.
In violence Sunday, at least six
people were found dead or lulled.
A roadside bomb exploded near a
police patrol in a commercial area
of Baghdad, killing a civilian and
wounding six. A mortar attack lulled
another civilian in the capital, and a
beheaded body was discovered in
Kut, about 100 miles southeast of
Baghdad, police said.
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was once thought impossible to
mend," said Rep. Sander Levin.
D-Royal Oak. The bill did not
receive enough support to clear
a presidential veto, so its future
could be in jeopardy.
The delegation was split on a
bill that would enact many of the
remaining recommendations of
the bipartisan 9/11 commission,
which was formed after the 2001
terrorist attacks. The bill proposes
tougher screening fur cargo aboard
ships, more funding to improve
local
emergency
agencies’
communications gear and targets
terrorists trying to acquire nuclear
weapons.
All six Democrats supported the
bill, along with five Republicans
_ Rep. Dave Camp of Midland.
McCotter. Miller. Rogers and
Upton. Rep. Joe Knollenbeig. a
Republican from Oakland County’s
Bloomfield Township, did not vote
on the measure.
Hoekstra.
the
ranking
Republican
on
the
House
Intelligence Committee, said the
bill "was in no way about national
security and intelligence, it was a
heavy -handed effort to check a box
on a campaign promise that remains
unfulfilled." He said the bill would
lead to mote bureaucracy and fail
to strengthen oversight.
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SPECIALS TO SAVE YOU
UP TO ONF MONTHS RENT'

CALL TODAY 453-9999
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of Allendale
11325 54th Avenue
Allendale, Ml 49401
(behind McDonalds)

616-895-1893

• 1 Of 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo style townhomes
• Convenient location to both downtown
and allendaie campus

a Immediate freeway aedess

Quolitu
Arbor Hi ights

*

TOWNHOMES
^udeofwdie

s675 -'735
CALL TODAY 457-3450

• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft.
ranch townhomes with
full basements garage
included

• Washer/Dryer and Garage included

fraa pregnancy tasting, paar counsaling,
pre-natal it parenting classas

I

• Flexible 6.9,12 month leases
•Select units only

’Select units only
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Women's Bball
converted 17 LSSU turnovers
into 27 points.
Ruling the high of its victory
in Sault Ste. Mane. GVSU moved
on to Marquette for a rematch of
its Jan. 6 victory over Northern
Michigan University (6-11, 2-6).
The Lakers, led by junior
guard Enn Cyplik, scored 46
points in both halves to put
an exclamation point on their
weekend with a 92-65 victory.
'Erin Cyplik is a kid who
has the ability to shoot the ball.”
Plitzuweit said. “She was getting
good looks at the basket and
making shots.”
Based on her performance
Saturday.
that
is
an
understatement.
Cyplik not only improved

upon her career-high in points
with 29. she set a GVSU
basketball record with nine 3point buckets.
Despite
the
impressive
numbers at the end of the game,
the Wildcats stayed with the
Lakers for the majority of the
first half
It was only in the final five
minutes of the first frame that
GVSU managed to literally run
away with the basketball game.
Steals by senior guards
Erika Ryskamp and Taushauna
“Peaches” Churchwell led to five
Laker points, and GVSU went
into the half up by 14 points.
With the NMU perimeter
shooters getting good looks at the
basket. Plitzuweit adjusted her
defense to play more aggressively
an Hind the 3-point line.
“They certainly shot the ball

very, very well.'* Plitzuweit
added “We made an adjustment
in the second half to get out on
their shooters.”
The combination of the Laker
defense and a 59.3 field goal
percentage in the second half kept
the Wildcats from significantly
cutting into GVSU's double digit
lead.
GVSU also kept NMU off the
offensive glass.
Plitzuweit said the Wildcats
were big and physical in the
paint, but managed only seven
offensive rebounds and 12
second chance points.
The Lakers have some time
off before returning to Ene. Pa.
for a conference contest with the
GL1AC South Division leading
Gannon
University
Golden
Knights (12-3,6-0) on Jan. 22.

Men's Bball

Track

continued from page 81

the 55-meter hurdles, fifth
in the long jump, eighth in the
200-meter dash and 12th in the
shot put.
“This was a good start for
us” said head coach Jerry
Baltes. “We were able to get
a low key competition in and
shake off some of the rust
coming back from the holiday
break."
The Lakers performed well
despite missing a handful
of athletes due to injury and
illness.
Out for the Lakers was
senior runner Mandi Zemba.
The
four-time
national
champion has been nursing

Hockey

all the new faces in the Laker
lineup, this team is not feeling
the rivalry as GVSU squads of
the past have.
Things may change between
now and next season.
The abundance of big hits
and roughing penalties, as well
as a near-fist fight at the end
of the game, got GVSU and
Davenport fans jawing back
and forth.
Players on both squads
should
have
some
extra
motivation the next time these
two teams meet.
“Each player needs to have

pride in themselves and believe
that they can turn it around.”
McLean said.
The team's mental toughness
was tested quickly as it headed
to East Lansing Saturday to take
on Michigan State University.
The Lakers fell to MSU 8-4 at
Munn Ice Arena.
The
Lakers will
have
one final chance to impress
voters next weekend before
the newest set of rankings are
released when they play host to
Robert Morris College Maroon
for two games on Friday and
Saturday.

continued from page 81

continued from page 82

continued from page 82

period
that
Davenport
was able to get one past the
freshman goaltender.
Davenport's
assault
on
Lyon paid off in the third, as
the Panthers were able to score
twice and take a 3-2 lead.
GVSU pulled Lyon in the
last minute of play to create a
6-5 advantage, but Davenport
was up to the challenge,
shutting down the Laker attack
and putting in an empty-net
goal to seal the 4-2 win.
McLean said while GVSU
was the better team, his players
were not mentally tough
enough and were unable to
take advantage of momentum
when it was in their favor.
“In the first minute (Lyon)
made an absolutely outstanding
save and that right there should
have elevated our play right
off the bat. but we just didn’t
respond,” McLean said.
McLean
added
that
Davenport came out with a
confidence that allowed it to
win the game.
The Lakers also appeared to
lack the added motivation that
usually comes with a rivalry
game McLean said due to
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I am Grand Valley Leadership Reception
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the victory.
Carhart and fellow senior
Mike Hall led the way for
GVSU with 13 points and 18
points, respectively.
“Those two guys showed
a lot of leadership and
determination down the stretch
for us,” Wesley said. “Mike
played very aggressively and
hit some big shots that gave us
a lift.”
Jamerson finished with 12
points while Eziukwu added
10 points and 10 rebounds.
The Lakers get a short break
with only one game this week.
They will host Marygrove
College on Wednesday.

a sore Achilles tendon and is
expected to be on the shelf
until February. Baltes said he
expects to have most of his
athletes back next week.
“We have a long way to go,
but 1 feel if we continue to
work hard this could be a great
track and field squad when it is
all said and done,” Baltes said.
The next major competition
for the Lakers will be in two
weeks when the team heads to
South Bend. Ind. for the Notre
Dame Invitational.
The Lakers will also be in
action next week for the Bob
Eubanks Open. The event,
hosted by the Lakers, will take
place Friday at 4 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse.
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Strange, but true
CORAOPOL1S, Pa. - An
elderly woman unknowingly gave
a bank robber a lift, according to
the woman and police.
Juanita Bland. 73. was stopped
near a post office in Coraopolis
shortly before noon Monday when
the electric sliding door of her
minivan became stuck. The van is
equipped with a motorized door
and ramp for her wheelchair
“I couldn't get out of die
van. so I waited a few moments
hoping somebody would walk by
who might be able to help,” said
Bland. “Then I saw this fellow
walking my way. so I beckoned
him over and asked if he could
please help with the door.”
The man. according to police,
had just robbed a PNC Bank
branch.
The man slid the door closed,
and then got into the passenger
seat and asked for a ride. Bland
said.
“He didn't seem threatening
or anything, so I said 'OK' and
drove off.” she said. He exited a
few blocks later, got into a white
sedan and drove off.
Bland said a friend called
her concerned that she had
been abducted because another
acquaintance heard on a police
scanner that the suspect had
gotten into her van.
"When I think back now of
what could have happened. I
feel blessed that I'm OK.” Bland
said.

series called “Chinese Police _
September Storm." broadcast
between 2004-06 and later
released on DVD. A villain
spoke the number slowly, to
allow another character to write
it down.
The company said it made up
the number from a staff member's
birthday and did not mean localise
trouble, according to Xinhua.

BURR RIDOE. Ill - George
Hood was working to spin his
way into the Guinness Book of
World records by Saturday night
The
49-year-old
Aurora
resident and Drug Enforcement
Administration supervisor began
nding a stationary bike at the
Five Seasons Sports Club in Burr
Ridge on Wednesday morning and
still was pedaling as of 9:30 p.m.
Friday, a club employee said.
Hood hoped to continue to ride
until about 9 p.m. Saturday and
break the current world record

of §2 hours set last year by Bnan
Overkaer of Denmark
Hood, a 23-year federal
law enforcement veteran, also
hoped the feat would help raise
thousands of dollars for the Illinois
chapter of COPS, an organization
that helps the families of slain
police officers. Illinois COPS
president Jennifer Morales has
said Hood could be the largest
single fundraiser the local group
has had.
"I’m feeling preny good.”
Hood told the (Arlington Heights)
Daily Herald on Fnday. "I’m a
little stiff when I get up. I need
my calves stretched ... But we're
going to make it all the way to the
record.”
Hood has taken a few brief
power naps and has been on
a mainly liquid protein diet.
Guinness Book rules allow a live
minute break for every completed
hour of cycling. Hixxl has banked
much of the time, which also is
permitted.

Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
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BEUING (AP) - A court
has ordered a Chinese television
production company to pay
damages to a man who received
more than
3.000
nuisance
messages after his mobile phone
number was used in a police TV
drama.
The court said the Runshi
Rongguang Film
Production
Co. should have made sure the
number was not in use before
having a villain say it aloud on
screen, China's official Xinhua
News Agency reported
The company was ordered to
pay $236 to the mobile phone
customer, Chen Bing.
Chen. 39, says he started
receiving a stream of text
messages in July 2004.
“It was so annoying, and for a
long time I wondered why I was
gening all these text messages.”
he said.
Chen discovered that his
number had been used in a TV
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bag
5 Dracula,
sometimes
8 In addition
12 Colonel
Mustards
game
13 Kimono sash
14 Profound
15 Well-ventilated
16 Become
insufficient
18 Paging device
20 Sports venues
21 Ox of the
Celebes
23 Man-mouse
link
24 Summaries
28 Therefore
31 Candle count
32 Within the
law
34 Modern-day
evidence
35 Therefore
37 Car style
39 Eminem's
genre
41 Adam's third
son
42 Woman's
shirt
45 A gender
49 Fork with
curved
prongs
51 Novice
52 Theater
trophy

53 Derek and
Diddley
54 Church section
55 Min fractions
56 “Help!"
57 Unfavorable
votes

8 Stick (to)
9 A Teenage
Mutant Ninja
Turtle
10 Antitoxins
11 Chooses
17 “No seats’*
sign
DOWN
19 Carbon
1 Wound cover
compound
2 “It's a Sin to 22 Breed of beef
Tell
cattle
24 Snitch
3 Remedy
4 Touchtone
25 "This tastes
array
terrible!"
5 “Neither a -..." 26 Re nervetissue cells
6 Dhabi
preceder
27 Rationality
7 Singer Turner 29 Wildebeest

30 Feedbag
tidbit
33 Tardy
36 Hollandaise
and
b6arnaise
38 Himalayan
nation
40 Next-to*last
Greek letter
42 Family biz
abbr
43 Garage job
44 Recedes
46 Glitch in print
47 Gaelic
48 Bucks mates
50 Old card game
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Country Place

Ur>its Now

* 4 Bedrooms
* 4'/} Baths

* Garage on some units
* Walkout units

I
1

* Daylight units
* Free cable with lease
* Washer and dryer in every unit
* Professionally designed closets
* Over 1600 square feet per unit

bailable!

* Covered car ports
" Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
' Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance
• GVSU Alumni / Allendale owned and operated
• Energy efficient, Green built buildings, resulting in lower utility bills
* Energy efficient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
" Roommate profile service
• Walking path through woods
* of a mile from campus

Floorplans & Rates AvaHabf

:www.contfercreektownh|iiuTtir1”'
onth

S foe ta our rvffuve- or c*m
more* mfor nutio*

I048S 48th Avenue, Suite A
(616) 895-6060
Check out our new Web sites: |
www.CountryPldceApartments.com

MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED RATES
MADUNfS:

Noon TW«l»y for McxvUy S.Kjn Morxlay fo* ThuiidJy

Female student wanted. Live
rent free In GH beach In ex*
change for 15 hours of chlklcare per week. Contact Jill (016)
566-0990

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Don’t let the coat of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's Is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY.
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS
PER
ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER
THROUGH
GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
"CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
In
Commons.
42nd/Plerce. Rec Center, Kirkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NONPROFIT

i Issues min
3-4 Issues
5* Issues

55</word
50C/word
4SC/word

50C/Word
45C/word
4(X/wofd

#1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed. Group dis
counts for 6+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! wwfljjprlngBreftkDi8CQunta.com
or
800-838-8202

EMPLOYMENT
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
Sub-leasing space available for

rent at Hillcrest Apts. If inter
ested, contact Morris Wilson at
(313)690-5443 or email at wilsonmoOstudent.gvsu.edu by
January 21st!

SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun is closest to you with
two locations right in Allendale.
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials.
Please call us with any further
questions at 616-895-9045

Get your news online at

Lanthorn.com
and leave some feedback.

Need outgoing/motivated tele
marketers. Hourly base, plus
commission. No experience re
quired, quick training, Flexible
hours. Downtown GR. Fax re
sume to 800-928-7166 & call
Greg 616-690-6413. Significant
earning potential for communi
cation skills. Greg Demmon,
The Home Mortgage Pros, 77
Monroe Center NW #404
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

Monday, January 15,2007 MJ §

100 COMMONS

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Allendale Campus

331-2460

MO.* per week up to 25 words.
Each additional word 25C

Cdh Uk«n Monday <'*Uy OS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

HOUSING

Work on Mackinac Island this
Season - Make life long friends.

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Grand Vafcy Lanthom Lf *7

The Island House Hotel and Ryba's Fudge Shops are looking
for seasonal help in all areas:
Front Desk Bell Staff. Walt Staff,
and Sales Clerks, Starbucks
Banstas. Housing available, bo
nus, and discounted meals. Call
Ryan at 1(800) 626-6304.
www.theislandhouse.com

OPPORTUNITIES

HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

3 bedroom unit downtown,
hardwood floors throughout,
1/2 mile from down town GVSU.
All
utilities
included,
$850/month.
Call
616-460-7261.
Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895 6060. It's
only a bus ride away!

cottonwood

Ottawa Creek Apartments are
now leasing for the 2007-2006
school year. Monthly rent as
low as $187.50! Visit www.ottawacreek.com or call 453-9190
for details.

INTERNSHIPS

MISCELLANEOUS

imited number of units available!
Contact the Association Office Today!

Forest.

i

Starting as low as

Condominium

$280.00/

(bared on double oroip.imy)

For Sale orlease

. •
•
•
•
•

Includes Utilities (except Electric)
2 bedroom, I hath
Optional Den
Now taking reservations
Purchase Prices starting at 59,900

(616)457-3714
Open Monday - Friday, 1pm-5pm

New Duplex Community

5386 PIERCE ST, ALLENDALE

FEATURES:

LAKE MICHIGAN DR
GVSU
AUtNMK (AMrm

H>‘
«/>
o
Z
IN
IA

_____ +

PIERCE

r

Spacious Rooms
4 Bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms
All Appliances Included

• Carports
• Private Community
• Recreational Space

12 Month Lease Available. Call for details.

CALL 616-895-1245
OR GO TO: www.mysticwoodscommunity.com
V

I

A&E

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Monday. January 15. 2007

Michelle Pawlak, A&E Editor
arts#lanthorn. com

GVSU alum makes big in L.A.
West Michigan
grad achieves
national exposure
with latest cable
production
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A AH Editor

His story began nght here at
Grand Valley State University,
and although it is far from over,
his latest achievement is creating
and producing G4's newest
reality show “The Block.”
Unlike some other reality
shows, Jason Honeycutt gave
his word that absolutely nothing
in ‘The Block” is staged. This
scries features the lives of
employees and snowboarders at
Lake Tahoe’s hotel. The Block.
"It is a hybrid of snowboard
montage combined with stories
they can relate to,” he said. “You
don’t have to be a snowboarder
to like it."
Honeycutt said he knew he
wanted to be a director since
childhood.
"When 1 was in third grade
or so. I would borrow my dad’s
camera and make short movies
with the neighbor kids," he said.
With
credits
including
directing and editing musicvideos for Justin Timbertake,
Christina Aguilera and Ludacris,
Honeycutt's resume began with
a bachelor’s degree in him and
video from GVSU.
After looking into the
University
of
Southern
California, he attended GVSU
and graduated in 1998.
“I looked at USC very closely
but realized that I would have
been just another number there,”
Honeycutt said. “Luckily. I found
GVSU and knew right away that
it was a perfect fit.”
While in college. Honeycutt
worked at WGVU and WZZM
13 to gain experience for his
career. He also started a club
called The Film Crew, which
produced programming that later
aired on Grand Rapid’s publicaccess channel.
He said the entire GVSU

Courtrty Photo I Rob Cano

The other best'

Beth WMutrom from Angel's Feet Rjbtxtry hokh one of the mice she brought to Saturday's “Furry little Friends" event at the GR museum

‘Furry friends’ fill museum
Animal lovers
convene to share
their affection for
small creatures
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

The Grand Rapids Public
Museum was filled with critters,
children and curious people on
Saturday during the live event
“Furry Little Friends ’’
The event was created in
conjunction with a six-month
exhibition at the museum called
"Pets in America.”
“The exhibit itself is a
charming little collection, but
wbat’s exciting is celebrating the
relationship between people and
their pets,” said Rebecca Westphal.
marketing and public relations
director for the museum.
Tables covered with more

than 60 live animals lined the
main walkway on the first
floor. Spectators could see and
interact with guinea pigs, gerbtls,
mice. rats, rabbits, ferrets and
chinchillas.
Each table was sponsored by
local owners, many of whom were
selling or adopting the animals
“A lot of kids that live in the
city probably don’t get a chance to
see animals like this,” said Jackie
Carpenter of Run Down Ranch
Rabbitry "It’s very educational.”
Carpenter showed up with
several of her Angora rabbits
spinning their fur into yam. while
people to watched.
Carpenter’s ranch is home to
113 rabbits, one of which recently
won Best in Show at an Indiana
rabbit show.
The event even proved to be
nostalgic for some. One young
girl reminisced about her pet
ferret that recently died while
talking with Dee Gage of the West

Michigan Ferret Connection,
who rescues, boards, adopts and
educates people about owning
ferrets.
Another man recalled his
childhood pets while talking to
Kelsey Haisma from the Circle K
Ranch.
“Older people have enjoyed
this because they like to see the
animals they had or didn’t have as
a kid.” Haisma said.
Many of the organizations in
attendance were discovered by
word of mouth. Westphal said
Others were found on the Internet,
and some even approached her
after hearing about (he exhibit.
“The really important thing is
that this is a collaborative thing.”
she said. "We ’re bringing different
groups in together."
Westphal said she has been
pleased with the turnout for the
events and reactions of visitors.
“Some visitors are very
surprised,” she said. “Animals

love it. people seem to love it.”
"Funy Little Friends’’ is just
one of many events happening
over the six-month period that
began in September and ends in
February.
On Jan. 27, the museum will
host “Feathers, Fins, Scales and
Tails” for those curious about
birds and reptiles
There will also be two events
in February. Feb. 10 is “Adopt a
Friend. Love your Pet,” where
people can find adopt able pets
from local shelters and rescues.
They can also bring their own pets
to share Valentine's Day treats.
On Feb. 24, “Working Animals
Day” will take place During this
event, participants can meet and
leam about working animals,
such as canines in police units.
This will be the last event as the
exhibit closes the next day.
Admission is $8 for adults,
which includes the event and
entrance into the exhibit.

him department was helpful in
pursuing his goals, but Professor
Deanna Morse pushed him the
moat.
“I heard she was a super
tough professor and an even
tougher grader so I wanted to
try extra hard to impress her,"
he said. “Sometimes the projects
turned out awful, but you leam
in college to take risks and hnd
what doesn’t work.”
After college. Honeycutt built
his resume by making music
videos and sports montages from
conceit and game footage. In
2000, he moved to California for
an unpaid internship with CBS's
soap opera “The Young and the
Restless”
Quickly needing a paying job
in Los Angeles, he picked up an
additional 40 hours per week at
a small editing facility in Santa
Monica.
Moving up the ladder at CBS,
Honeycutt became a promotions
editor.
“I couldn't believe I was
working, doing something fun
and getting a paycheck," he said.
Three years later, he began
freelancing, mostly directing,
doing projects for Dreamworks,
Fox Studios. E!, FX and
Discovery Channel.
That‘s when Honeycutt started
working with the new cable
station. G4, in the promotion
department, resulting in the
creation of "The Block.”
“I thought of the idea
specifically for G4,” he said. “I
knew they needed some action
sports genre show in their lineup,
no question.”
Honeycutt said although
the show is geared toward men
between the ages of 18 to 34,
women will enjoy it also.
As for Honeycutt, he said he's
not a big reality show fan.
“I hate how set up they all are
and over-produced,” he said.
However, he said he is not
adverse to all of them
“I'd absolutely love to be on
Amazing Race.” he said.
For more information on
"The Block,” visit http://www.
g4t v. com/the block/ i nde xhtml.
Honeycutt may be contacted at
http://www.ja9onhoneycutt.com.

^7or Campus (JJest tenants Only:

l Ise your apartment for
summer storage for

FREE
jHpartments

'Obunihouses

Bedroom units

Spacious living with over 1000 sq. ft.
Air Conditioning

Spacious l Bedroom units - over 1880 sq. It.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking al Front Door
Rent logins at $825/mo
0 and 12 month leases available

i

On-site laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent logins at $2?K)/nio
0 and 12 month leases available

j4ll Units include:

Website for 21/7 communications with management
Iligh-S|)ced Internet and Digital Cable rIY available
Bus Stop lor easy commute
and Free Fanning!
—------------------------

Check us out online!
umuk aonwu9tueet.net

CAMPUS
mu

Campus Dr
. MI 49401

W limfxn O

0.5-5904
isvvest.net
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